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Introduction

How to use the programmes and 
notes

The Listen and Play programmes are 
designed for use in four sections. For 
younger children, or those who need 
help in developing their attention span, 
listen to one section at a time, 
interspersed with opportunities for 
movement or play. As children get 
better at listening activities, extend the 
length of time until they can manage a 
complete programme at one sitting.

Children are usually able to listen for 
longer on a second or third hearing of 
the programme. It is also easier to 
encourage participation on repeated
hearings, especially if you have 
practised songs and/or actions in the 
meantime.

Section 1: Introduction and sound
discrimination games

Title song:

Listen all around
Listen for the sounds
Listen, listen, listen.
Listen all around
Listen for the sounds
Listen, listen, listen.

Encourage children to join in with and 
learn the words of Listen all around 
featured at the beginning and end of the 
programme. Make up appropriate 
actions, so kinaesthetic and visual 
memory aid the development of 
auditory memory.

Listening for individual sounds:

Now that children are orientated to the 
setting, discriminating individual sounds 
should be easier. Cat then provides a 
‘voiced’ version of the sound (eg snake: 
sssssssss). Use these voiced versions later 
when talking about the programme.

Section 2: Songs and rhymes

Some of the songs and rhymes are 
traditional, others have been specially 
composed or adapted, but all employ 
simple, repetitive, rhythmic, patterned 
language. Many of the songs are
simple enough for children to begin to 
join in on first hearing and the tunes have 
been specially designed to be accessible 
for young voices.

The notes provided for each song/rhyme 
often suggest making up actions to 
accompany performance. If you know 
Makaton or another signing system, use 
selected signs. If not make up your own or 
ask children for suggestions.

The words of songs and rhymes are 
provided so you can sing/recite them again 
afterwards. With plenty of repetition and 
related activity (eg dramatisation, making 
actions, dancing), they should be easy to 
memorise – with all the advantages this 
implies for language and listening develop-
ment. The more songs and rhymes chil-
dren learn by heart, the better the devel-
opment of their auditory memory, critical 
for literacy learning.

1
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Section 3: Story time

The stories have all been specially 
written to provide repetitive, patterned 
language with plenty of language play 
(eg rhyme, alliteration, onomatopoeia). 
Specific suggestions for focusing
children’s attention are given in these 
notes, often involving the use of pictures 
or artifacts. If it’s possible to provide 
relevant items, try to place them down in 
chronological order (left to right),
which helps to illustrate the concept of 
story sequence and the ‘reading 
direction’.

On first hearing of a story don’t encour-
age children to join in with sound effects 
or choruses too much, as this can dis-
tract from their listening and ability to 
follow the story. However, on subsequent 
hearings, encourage as much participa-
tion as possible.

Model this participation by joining in 
yourself. Then, once children have got 
the idea, be silent and leave it to them.
All the stories offer plenty of leads for
dramatisation, art and role-play. These 
activities give opportunities to use the 
story vocabulary and help develop 
children’s understanding, so they are 
more able to appreciate the story on a 
second hearing.

Play each story at least twice. Ask which 
stories the children would like to hear 
again, and allow as many repeat 
hearings as they wish. 

Some children may soon be able to recite 
their favourites – offer them the 
opportunity to sit in a ‘storyteller’s chair’ 
while they tell their story to a group of 
friends. Encourage and celebrate story-
telling as much as possible. A child who 
can tell a story will one day be good at 
writing them.      

Section 4: Song and goodbye

The final song provides opportunities for
movement: clapping, swaying, skipping, 
dancing, marching. If children have 
listened to the entire programme, they 
will be ready to move by this time. Once 
the song is familiar, you can work on
more sophisticated sequences of 
movement to help develop the children’s 
physical coordination and integration of 
left-right brain functions.

Follow-up ideas

Ensure that the follow-up to the 
programmes is very active and be sure 
to include as many opportunities as        
possible for the children’s interest and 
new vocabulary to be carried into their 
self-initiated learning (eg through role-
play,small world play, outdoor activities, 
designing and making).

Link the material to the children’s prior 
knowledge through other familiar songs, 
rhymes or stories (selections are listed in 
these notes). We also provide other 
traditional action rhymes and songs linked 
to the theme.
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Introduction
• Key vocabulary: magic, wishes, treasure, lamp, genie

• Listen all around: coins chinking, magic sounds, digging

• Encourage ‘good listening’ for the individual sounds we may hear

• Cat invites the listeners to guess the sounds: coins chinking, someone digging

• Cat then invites the children to think about making wishes and introduces the idea of the ‘Genie 
in the lamp’.

Song: ‘I’m the Genie of the lamp’ (tune - ‘Down in the jungle’)

 I’m the genie of the lamp, I make wishes come true.

 I’m the genie of the lamp, I can grant them for you.

 With a rub, rub, here and a rub, rub there.

 That’s the way to make wishes come true.

• Encourage the children to listen and hear the rhyming words: ‘true’  / ‘you’

• When the rhyme is repeated encourage the children to join in with the appropriate actions

• Repeat the song with ‘rubbing’ actions and asking the children to decide: ‘I’d wish for...’

• Cat wishes for a ride on a magic carpet

 With my magic carpet, I fly here, I fly there

 With my magic carpet, I can fly anywhere

 With a whoosh, whoosh here and a whoosh,     

 Whoosh there

 That’s how I can fly everywhere.

• Repeat with hand as a flying carpet, up, down, round and round

Story time: Aladdin
Once upon a magic time...

To hold attention and to help engage the children you can show pictures and artefacts, such as 
a lamp, a mat, shiny coins, pearls, treasure, etc. On second listening, encourage the children to 
retell the story using the props to help with the story sequence. 

3
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Final rhyme: ‘This is the way we rub a lamp’

 This is the way we rub a lamp, rub a lamp, rub a lamp.

 This is the way we rub a lamp to summon up the genie.

 This is the way we fly so high, fly so high, fly so high

 This is the way we fly so high upon our magic carpet. 

 (Repeat)

• You can mime or sign actions to the words with rubbing hands, and body movements. 

Follow-up ideas
• Enhance your role play provision with gems and jewels, coins and ‘treasure’, a treasure chest, 

maps, and telescopes

• Genie dressing up: curtain ring earrings; ‘magic’ rings; fabric turbans. Make a collection of ge-
nie resources, such as turbans, treasure chest, jewels, maps, etc. These can then be used as 
provocations - eg lost genie treasure, maps and secret books with clues about hidden treasure

• Make a ‘Feely treasure box’. Place different items into the box for children to touch and dis-
cover and help develop the children’s vocabulary. Suitable treasure could include: a string of 
beads; metal coins; pine cone; smooth stone; shaky egg; a piece of velvet; a feather; a wooden 
brick

• Enhance your writing area, with ‘magic’ pens and pencils, rings and lamps to help stimulate 
imaginative writing, poems and ‘spells’

• Make magic maps and magic mats: provide different sized paper and a selection of markers, 
felt-tip pens, crayons and pencils, large rolls of paper on the floor make for excellent collabora-
tive map-making; and mat-making

• Create a magic-themed small-world area (if possible both indoors and out). Supply props and 
pictures to provide a visual support for core language. Consolidate key vocabulary - eg treas-
ure, genie, magic, lamps, carpets

• Sort resources, sequence and order

• Outdoor focus: create a ‘magic treasure’ area to help develop imaginative play, encourage the 
children to make maps to show where the treasure is hidden

Activities to support Letters and Sounds - General Sound Discrimination
Phase 1 - Aspect 4 Rhythm and Rhyme 

• Can you make up some magic words?

• Raps and chants, some magic rhyming spells ‘Izzy wizzy let’s get busy’ / ‘Abracadabra, Abra-
cadoo, a magic spell is coming to you’
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Phase 1 - Aspect 5 - Alliteration developing the ability to ‘tune in’ to speech sounds

• ‘I wish for...a magic mat, a ruby ring’ etc

• Can you make up some ‘Silly Sentences’ or ‘Tongue Twisters’? For example, ‘gentle genies 
and magic mats are bouncing and bobbing by’ / ‘I spy with my little eye...treasure beginning 
with...’ etc

Related picture books
The Magic Porridge Pot (Traditional)

Mr Men and Little Miss Magic series by Rodger Hargreaves (Egmont)

Mr Funny and the Magic Lamp by Rodger Hargreaves (Egmont)

The Magic Pyjamas by Karen Wallace and Manola Caprini (Franklin Watt)

2. Brilliant brushes and magic marks
Introduction
• Key vocabulary: paint, brush, water, cleaning

• Listen all around: Cat invites the listeners to guess the sounds

• Identify Individual sounds: paintbrush splashes, paint squelches, cleaning brushes in a jam jar

• Cat invites the listeners to imagine that they are painting with their ‘magic paintbrushes’.

Song: ‘Did you ever see a paintbrush?’ (tune - ‘Did you ever see a lassie?’

 Did you ever see a paintbrush, a paintbrush, a paintbrush?

 Did you ever see a paintbrush that paints things like this?

 It paints this way, that way, this way, that way

 Did you ever see a paintbrush that paints things like this?

 Did you ever see a paintbrush, a paintbrush, a paintbrush?

 Did you ever see a paintbrush that paints things like this?

 It paints upwards, downwards, upwards downwards,

 Did you ever see a paintbrush that paints things like this?

 (Repeat)

• Children can listen the first time and then join in with the actions when the rhyme is repeated

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p03nwyxm
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Story time: The magic paintbrush
Once upon a Painting time...

If possible, to help focus the children’s attention, use props such as paints, brushes, toys and pup-
pets to represent the characters; cat; ball; dog; a doll. These resources can be used to help se-
quence the story on subsequent retelling.

Final rhyme: ‘Paint is on my brush’

 Paint is on my brush

 Paint is on my brush

 Up and down, up and down

 Paint is on my brush.

 I can paint a cat 

 I can paint a ball 

 Up and down, up and down

 I can paint them all.

   

 Paint is on my brush

 Paint is on my brush

 Round and round, round and round

 Paint is on my brush.

 I can paint a dog 

 I can paint a doll 

 Round and round, round and round

 I can paint them all. 

• Encourage the children to mime along with the actions.

Follow-up ideas
• Explore creativity supporting early letter formation and mark making

• ‘Funky fingers’ type activities ‘drawing’ circles and lines in the air using large scale movements, 
clockwise / anti-clockwise, up and down (to support early letter formation)

• Mark making skills, magic painting

• Painting with your ‘magic brush’
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• Good for positional language up, down, side to side, round and round, zigzag, etc

• Recap ‘Did you ever see a paintbrush’ song (with actions)

• ‘If I had a magic paintbrush I would paint...’

Extension - moving into writing
• Use magic paintbrush movements to describe the three main handwriting movements: swoop-

ing round (c); drawing down and flicking up (l); brush down, flick up (r)

• Choose appropriate music and make a sequence of the movements, doing them first from the 
shoulder, with the whole arm, and then from the elbow, with a finger in the air

• Help children get used to the three basic movements, so they can do them fluently in the cor-
rect direction

• Painting and colour mixing: painting Chinese characters / Chinese calligraphy

• Look at writing in other languages: Bengali; Urdu; Arabic

Related picture books
Colours - Shirley Hughes (Walker Books)

‘Wow’ said The Owl - A Book About Colours by Tim Hopgood (MacMillan Children’s Books)

If I Were a Rainbow by Sally Huss (Huss Publishing)

A Bird or Two - Story about Henri Matisse by Bijou Le Tord (William B Eerdmans)

The Day The Crayons Quit by Drew Daywalt and Oliver Jeffers (Harper Collins)
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Introduction
• Key vocabulary: Africa, Jambo (‘hello’), elephant, monkey, drum, beat, leopard, lion, tortoise, 

selfish, Kwaheri! (‘bye!’)

• Listen all around: animal sounds - Cat greets the children with the African greeting ‘Jambo!’ 
and then invites the listeners to guess the sounds

• Individual sounds: elephants trumpeting, monkeys chattering, drums beating

• Cat then invites the listeners to imagine that they are beating a drum and banging it along to 
the sounds as they join in with ‘Oh we can play on the African drum’ 

Rhyme: ‘We can play on the African drum’

 Oh we can play on the African drum

 And this is the way we do it

 Bang! Bang! Bang! goes the African drum.

 And that’s the way we do it.

 Oh we can play on the African drum

 And this is the way we do it

 Boom! Boom! Boom! goes the African drum.

 And that’s the way we do it.

• When the rhyme is repeated Cat encourages the children to play their own pretend African 
drum by tapping their knees with their hands and saying the rhyme, as they tap out the ‘Bang 
Bang Bang and Boom Boom Boom’ with both hands

• Help children to keep in time with a steady beat as they beat their imaginary drums

• Cat teaches the children some African Swahili counting words (see below for pronunciation):

 Moja - one / Mbili - two / Tatu - three / Nne - four / Tano - five

  

Story time: The Leopard’s drum
Once upon an African time...

To help the children focus and maintain attention, provide a selection of resources and props (such 
as a lion, leopard, monkey, tortoise, drum) and use these items (along with pictures) to illustrate 
the story. These resources can also be used later as prompts to help retell and sequence the story.

 

3. Loud leopards and terrific tortoises

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p03nwz8l
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• Cat encourages the children to imagine what it is like to walk round like a tortoise with a shell/ 
house on your back. 

Final rhyme: ‘Mrs Tortoise round and low’ 

 Mrs Tortoise round and low

 I know why you move so slow

 You carry such a heavy load

 Moving your house down the road.

• Cat repeats the rhyme and encourages the children to join in with some actions as they listen: 
put one hand out in front of you and point your fingers down towards the floor; wriggle them 
very slowly to show the tortoise legs; now, make your other hand into a tight ball; and put that 
hand on top of the other one, to show the tortoise shell

• ‘As I say the rhyme, move your tortoise around, very, very slowly’

Final song: ‘Once a Leopard had a drum’ (tune - ‘London Bridge is falling down’)

 Once a Leopard had a drum,

 Had a drum, had a drum

 Once a Leopard had a drum

 But he wouldn’t share it.

 All his friends said ‘Let me play’

 ‘Let me play, Let me play’

 All his friends said ‘Let me play’

 But he wouldn’t share it.

 This made the Sky God very sad, 

 Very sad, very sad

 This made the Sky God very sad

 But he wouldn’t share it.

 Then the Tortoise played a trick

 Played a trick, played a trick

 Then the Tortoise played a trick

 So Leopard had to share it.
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• Bye! - ‘Kwaheri!’

Follow-up ideas
• Discussion: encourage the children to talk about African animals

• Play ‘word tag’ - eg ‘In Africa I saw some...lions’

• Continue and tag the new words on, leopards, monkeys, elephants, etc...encouraging the chil-
dren to remember the correct order as they participate

Extension activity
• Consolidate counting in Swahili:

 I saw one ‘moja’ Monkey

 I saw two ‘mbili’ Lions

 I saw three ‘tatu’ Leopards

 I saw four ‘nne’ Elephants

 I saw five ‘tano’ Tortoises

• Counting in Swahili: 1 = moja (mo-jah); 2 = mbili (m-bee-lee); 3 = tatu (ta-too); 4 = nne (n-nay); 
5 = tano (tah-no); 6 = sita (see-tah); 7 = saba (sab-bah); 8 = nane (nah-nay); 9 = tisa (tee-sah) 
and 10 = kumi (koo-mee)

Other rhymes
• I hear thunder (tune - ‘Frere Jacques’)

 I hear thunder, I hear thunder

 (Bang hands on knees or feet on the floor)

 Hark, don’t you? Hark, don’t you?

 (Hand to ear, pretend to listen)

 Pitter patter rain drops

 Pitter patter rain drops

 (Indicate rain falling with fingers)

 I’m wet through. So are you!

 (Point to self, then to others)

• Music, movement and memory - with more able children, try teaching ‘I hear thunder’ as a 
round
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Other related rhymes and songs
• ‘Rain, rain go away’

• ‘I hear thunder’

• ‘It’s raining, it’s pouring’

• ‘Oh I can bang on the big bass drum’

 

More follow-up ideas 

• Can you change the volume? Whisper quietly, shout it out loud - supports L&S ‘voice sounds’ 
and ‘adjust the volume’.

Links to Letters and Sounds Phase 1 - Aspect 6:  Voice Sounds
• On subsequent listening children can be encouraged to imitate the sounds, such as lions roar-

ing, monkeys ‘chattering’, elephants trumpeting, thunder crashing, water splashing, bubbling 
and dripping

• Simple percussion instruments can be used to recreate other sound effects: rain sticks to rep-
resent water dripping, drums beating

• Encourage the children to share their suggestions

Phase 1 Aspect 1 - Environmental sounds 

• Elephants trumpeting

• Lions roaring

• Monkeys chattering

• Drumming

Listening and remembering sounds
• Main purpose: to listen and appreciate the difference between sounds. Can you identify the 

animals by the sounds they make? Can you identify the instrument sounds?

Large class activity - Monkeys and lions 
• This activity requires some space, ideally in a large hall, or on the playground as it provides 

great opportunities for lots of action and movement

• Children can initially run, skip or hop around, reinforce good listening and following instructions

• In a large space choose one child to be the lion and stand alone in the middle

• The other children are the monkeys and they are at the side of the room. The teacher asks 
‘Lion, are you ready?’ The Lion responds with roars and gestures
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• The teacher asks ‘Monkeys, are you ready?’ The monkeys respond with ‘We’re not afraid!’ and 
then dance around and make noises like monkeys

• The teacher and monkeys say ‘1, 2, 3...Lion, Lion you can’t catch me!’

• The monkeys dance and move around and try not to get caught by the lion as they try to get to 
the opposite side of the room

• If the lion touches a monkey, that monkey becomes a lion and the lions hold hands

• Continue playing until all of the monkeys become lions or have reached the other side of the 
room. As the line of lions gets longer there is less space for the monkeys to get past. It also 
gets more difficult for the lions to move as quickly.

Phase 1 - Aspect 4 Rhythm and Rhyme

• Drum outdoors. Take it outside and give each child a beater encourage the children to explore 
the outdoor area and discover how different sounds are made by tapping, banging or stroking, 
with their beaters on the floor, upturned pots, the wire fence, a wooden door, drainpipes, the 
brick wall

• Encourage the children to drum along to familiar songs and rhymes, provide upturned buckets, 
bins and bowls, wooden spoon beaters

• Encourage children to enjoy experimenting with the sounds different objects can make. Can 
you make a drum, floor, drum, floor sequence? 

Related picture books
Going on a Lion Hunt by David Axtell (Macmillan Children’s Books)

One Child One Seed - A South African counting book by Kathryn Cave (Frances Lincoln Children’s 
Books)

Emeka’s Gift - An African Counting Story by Ifeoma Onyefulu (Frances Lincoln Children’s Books)

A is for Africa by Ifeoma Onyefulu (Frances Lincoln Children’s Books)

Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain by Verna Aardema ((Macmillan Children’s Books)

Handa’s Hen by Eileen Browne (Walker Books Ltd)

We all went on Safari - A Counting Journey through Tanzania by Laurie Krebs/Julia Cairns (Bare-
foot Books Ltd)

Handa’s Surprise by Eileen Browne (Walker Books Ltd)
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Introduction
• Key vocabulary: India, Tiger, stripes, lion, fire

• Listen all around - careful listening required

• Cat invites the listeners to guess the sounds: a tiger growling; a fire crackling; a cat purring

• Cat introduces the song ‘I hear tigers’ and she invites the listeners to listen and then join in with 
the song

Song - ‘I hear tigers’ (tune - ‘Frere Jacques’ / ‘I hear thunder’)

 I hear tigers, I hear tigers

 Hark don’t you, hark don’t you?

 Growling, growling tigers,

 Growling, growling tigers

 I hear too, so do you.

 I see tigers, I see tigers,

 Look don’t you, look don’t you?

 Stripy, orange tigers,

 Stripy, orange tigers,

 I see too, so do you.

Story time: The little tiger cub
Once upon an Indian time...

If possible, to help the children focus and maintain attention, provide a selection of resources and 
props, such as a tiger, cat, bowl, milk, puppets and soft toys and use these items (along with pic-
tures) to illustrate the story. These resources can also be used later as prompts to help retell and 
sequence the story. 

4. Tiny tigers and cosy cats

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p03nwzf8
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Hindi counting rhyme (‘One potato, two potato’)

 Ek aloo

 Do aloo

 Teen aloo

 Chaar

 Paanch aloo

 Chhah aloo

 Saat aloo

 Nau

• Cat encourages the children to repeat the rhyme, explaining that ‘aloo’ is Hindi for potato and 
to show 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 fingers from ‘Ek’ to ‘Saat’.

 

Final song: repeat ‘I hear tigers’

 I hear tigers, I hear tigers

 Hark don’t you, hark don’t you?

 Growling, growling tigers,

 Growling, growling tigers

 I hear too, so do you.

 I see tigers, I see tigers,

 Look don’t you, look don’t you?

 Stripy, orange tigers,

 Stripy, orange tigers,

 I see too, so do you.
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Follow up ideas

 The elephant goes like this, like that (Crawl like an elephant)

 He’s terribly big (Stand tall)

 He’s terribly fat (Stand wide, arms out)

 He has no fingers (Hide fingers)

 He has no toes (Wiggle toes)

 But goodness gracious...what a nose! (Point to nose)

Finger play rhyme

  Two fat gentlemen met down a lane,

  Bowed most politely and bowed once again,

  ‘How do you do?’ and 

  ‘How do you do?’ and

  ‘How do you do?’ again

 

• Replace ‘How do you do?’ with ‘Namaste’ / ‘Ola’ / ‘Bonjour’

Related picture books
Doing the Animal Bop by Jan Ormerod (Oxford University Press)

The Tiger Who Came to Tea by Judith Kerr (Harper Collins)

Engines, Engines - An Indian counting rhyme by Lisa Bruce and Stephen Waterhouse ( Blooms-
bury Publishing PLC)

T is For Tigers (All About Tigers) by Speedy Publishing

Amazing Tigers: Informational book about tigers by Jasmina Susak (CreateSpace)

Tori and the Terrific Tiger by Elizabeth Conrad (XLIBRIS)

Terrible, Terrible, Tiger by Colin and Jacqui Hawkins (Walker Books)
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Introduction 
• Key vocabulary: picnic, summer, bees, birds, apple, cakes, juice

• Listen all around: summer sounds

• Individual sounds: bees buzzing, birds singing, apple crunching, baking sounds, eggs breaking, 
timer ticking, drinking through a straw

• Cat invites listeners to join her on a summer picnic

• Children are prompted to listen carefully and identify what is in the picnic basket: apples, cup 
cakes, fruit juice

Song: ‘We can pack a picnic’ (tune - ‘Skip to my Lou’)

 We can pack a picnic

 We can pack a picnic

 We can pack a picnic

 We can pack some apples.

 We can pack a picnic

 We can pack a picnic

 We can pack a picnic

 We can pack some cupcakes.

 We can pack a picnic

 We can pack a picnic

 We can pack a picnic

 We can pack some fruit juice.

• Cat encourages the children to think of some other food and drink that they might like to take 
on their picnic

Story time: Lila’s picnic
Once upon a picnic time...

If possible provide a selection of resources to help focus attention, sequencing and retelling the 
story: a picnic basket or pack, lunch box, a picnic blanket, apples, cupcakes, carrot sticks, etc.

5. Scrumptious sandwiches and delicious drinks

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p03nwzwc
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Counting rhyme: ‘5 little cakes on a picnic plate’

 Five little cakes on a picnic plate

 Round and fat, don’t they look great?

 Along came a girl to the picnic today

 Saw a cake and took it away.

   

 Four little cakes on a picnic plate

 Round and fat, don’t they look great?

 Along came a boy to the picnic today

 Saw a cake and took it away.

 Three little cakes on a picnic plate

 Round and fat, don’t they look great?

 Along came a girl to the picnic today

 Saw a cake and took it away.

 Two little cakes on a picnic plate

 Round and fat, don’t they look great?

 Along came a boy to the picnic today

 Saw a cake and took it away.

 One little cake on a picnic plate

 Round and fat, it looks great?

 Along came a girl to the picnic today

 Saw a cake and took it away.

• Encourage the children to show their fingers as they count back from 5 to 1

• Cat invites listeners to join us on our journey home. Children are prompted to listen and iden-
tify: a bus, a train, footsteps on the pavement
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Final song: ‘Pack a picnic’                               

 We can pack a picnic

 We can pack a picnic

 We can pack a picnic

 We can pack some apples.

 ...cupcakes

 ...fruit juice

Follow-up ideas
• Recap on sounds the children heard in the programme: ice-cream vans, insects buzzing, birds 

singing. Can they recreate these sounds using percussion instruments and body sounds?

• Small group discussion: wse the props to help the children retell and sequence the story

• To support a healthy eating focus: encourage children to try a variety of food and encourage 
healthy food choices

• Make a picnic. Sow seeds to grow food for a picnic: tomatoes, mustard and cress (germinate 
on damp cotton wool and water as necessary) and use to make mustard and cress sandwich-
es. Making sandwiches for your picnic supports motor skills such as spreading / cutting.

• Role play activities. Can you act out going on a picnic? Provide a blanket, basket, plates, cups, 
play food.

• Consolidate a healthy food topic. What else can you add to your picnic? Carrot sticks, celery, 
make a ‘fruit salad kebab’ with satsuma segments, apple, black and green grapes, and cherry 
tomatoes

• Baking cakes for the picnic

• Bring your bear and have a Teddy Bear’s Picnic.

Play the ‘Passing game’ (tune - ‘Rain, rain, go away’)

 Me, my, me-oh, my,

 How I love my apple pie 

• Children sit in circle and pass around an apple, (use objects or pictures as a prompt). When 
song stops choose a different ‘pie’, such as cherry, plum, chocolate, chicken, etc
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‘I went on a picnic’ game  

‘I went on a picnic and I took (or ‘ate’) ...a cheese sandwich’

‘I went on a picnic and I took ...a cheese sandwich and an apple’

‘I went on a picnic and I took ...a cheese sandwich, an apple and a tomato...’ etc

• Children to sit in circle and take turns to add to the list of items they ‘took on the picnic’

Other related rhymes and songs
• ‘The Teddy Bear’s Picnic’

• ‘Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake’

• ‘The Queen of Hearts’

• ‘Oranges and Lemons’

• ‘Five Little Peas’

Related picture books
The Giant Jam Sandwich by Janet Burroway and John Vernon Lord (Red Fox)

Pass the Jam Jim by Kaye Umansky (Red Fox)

Sam’s Sandwich by David Pellham (Walker)

Oliver’s Milkshake by Vivian French (Hodder Children’s Books)

The Disgusting Sandwich by Gareth Edwards (Alison Green Books)

Picnic in the Park by Joe Griffiths and Tony Pilgrim (British Association for Adoption and Fostering)

This is the Bear and the Picnic Lunch by Sarah Hayes and Helen Lunch (Joy St Books)

Once upon a Picnic by John Prater and Vivian French (Walker Paperbacks)

The Lighthouse Keeper’s Picnic by Ronda Armitage and David Armitage (Scholastic)

Picnic by John Burningham (Red Fox Picture Books)

This is the Bear and The Picnic Lunch by Sarah Hayes and Helen Craig (Walker Books)

We’re Going On A Picnic by Pat Hutchins (Red Fox)

House Mouse Picnic by Melanie Jackson (Create Space Independent Publishing)

The Bear’s Water Picnic by John Yeoman and Quentin Blake (Andersen Press)
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Introduction
• Key Vocabulary: fair, roundabout, stalls, prize

• Listen all around. Cat invites the listeners to guess the sounds

• Individual sounds: carousel music, tins crashing, ducks quacking

• Cat invites the children to listen carefully and imagine that they are at a summer fair

Listen and play: fairground sounds
• Children can join in with actions as they mime ‘hooking a duck’ and ‘bowling balls’ at tins.

Song: ‘We went to the summer fair’ (tune – ‘We went to the animal fair’)

 We went to the summer fair

 And lots of stalls were there

 Then very soon my big balloon

 Was floating in the air.

 We went to the summer fair

 And lots of stalls were there

 I had lots of luck and hooked a duck

 At the wonderful summer fair.

• Cat encourages the children to pretend they’ve won a big balloon and are tugging it through 
the air. Then, in the second part, to pretend they’re holding a fishing rod with both hands and 
trying to hook a duck. 

Rhyme: ‘Throw, throw, throw your ball’   

 Throw, throw, throw your ball

 Throw it at the tin 

 Carefully, carefully, carefully, carefully,

 I hope that you can win. 

6. Fabulous fun and summer sun

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p03nx0d8
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 Hook, hook, once again

 Try to hook a duck 

 Carefully, carefully, carefully, carefully,

 You’ll need lots of luck. 

Story time: The summer fair
Once upon a summer fair time...

Use pictures or real items such as bean bags, balls, plastic ducks, and balloons, to introduce the 
characters and help the children sequence and remember. Use these items later when retelling 
and sequencing the story.

Final song: repeat ‘We went to the summer fair’

Follow-up ideas and activities 

• ‘Super powers’ discussion: use props to recap and retell the story

• Chat to children about what they would choose as a ‘Super power’ and why?

• Can you make a ‘Treasure hunt’ game? With clues to help find, stars, bean bags, balls, cakes, 
biscuits, a dog? Super Hero capes.

• Other games: i) Skittles - use bought skittles or make skittles with large plastic bottles decorat-
ed and slightly weighted and a ball; ii) Toss the beanbag - make a simple challenge such as a 
bean bag into a bucket or hoop from a short distance; iii) Fishing game: make a magnet fishing 
game with card fish. Cut out and decorate the fish. Put numbers or dots on each. Clip a paper 
clip a bowl on the nose of each fish and put them in a bowl. Fish with small rods made from 
sticks with string and a small magnet attached.

• These activities also support: PSED working as part of a team, group or class, taking turns and 
sharing fairly; CLL interacting with others, negotiating plans and activities and taking turns in 
conversations; MD Number counting reliably up to 10 everyday objects; in practical activities 
and discussion begin to use the vocabulary involved in addition and subtraction; PD move with 
control and co-ordination

Links to Sports Day and PE activities
• 3 legged race / sack race / egg and spoon race / the obstacle course

 

Other related rhymes and songs 

• ‘The animal fair’

• ‘Out and about’ by Shirley Hughes (Walker)
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Related picture books
Dogger by Shirley Hughes (Red Fox Books)

Mr Wolf’s Week (Colin Hawkins)

My Summer Fair Surprise! By Betty Birney (Faber & Faber)

Kyle The Bear Goes To The Fair by Kieran Park

Sports Day by Nick Butterworth and Mick Inkpen (Picture Night)

7. Swings, slides and playground rides

Introduction
• Key vocabulary: road, traffic, park, swings, ducks, pond, ice-cream
• Cat encourages the listeners to listen carefully, recognise and identify various sounds
• Listen all around: road traffic, children playing, ducks quacking, ice cream van chimes
• Cat invites the listeners to listen to, join in and sing along with:

Song: ‘If you’re happy and you know it’ 

 If you’re happy and you know it swing up high
 If you’re happy and you know it swing up high
 If you’re happy and you know it
 And you really want to show it
 If you’re happy and you know it swing up high.

• Cat encourages the children to sing along and swing their arms

 If you’re happy and you know it swing up high
 If you’re happy and you know it swing up high
 If you’re happy and you know it,
 And you really want to show it
 If you’re happy and you know it swing up high.

• Cat encourages the children to pretend to feed the ducks

 If you’re happy and you know it feed the ducks
 (QUACK! QUACK!)
 If you’re happy and you know it feed the ducks
 (QUACK! QUACK!)

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p03nx163
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 If you’re happy and you know it
 And you really want to show it
 If you’re happy and you know it feed the ducks
 (QUACK! QUACK!)

• ...and eat ice cream

 If you’re happy and you know it eat ice cream
 (LICK, LICK)
 If you’re happy and you know it eat ice cream
 (LICK, LICK)
 If you’re happy and you know it
 And you really want to show it
 If you’re happy and you know it eat ice cream.
 (LICK, LICK)

Story time: A wong wait for ice cream
Once upon a waiting time...
Use props such as pictures, puppets or toys to introduce the characters: Mira, her mum, ducks, ice 
cream, swings, slides, pelican crossing, dad, café. On retelling encourage the children to remem-
ber the story sequence what happened first etc...

Final rhyme: ‘Five little ducks went swimming one day’ 

 Five little ducks went swimming one day
 Over the pond and far away
 Mother Duck said -  
 Quack! Quack! Quack! Quack!
 But only four little ducks came back!

• Cat encourages the children to join in with the song and actions
• Open and close their hands to show Mother Duck’s beak
• Demonstrate showing the right number of fingers to consolidate how many little ducks are left
 
 Four little ducks went swimming one day
 Over the pond and far away
 Mother Duck said -  
 Quack! Quack! Quack !Quack!
 But only three little ducks came back!

 Three little ducks went swimming one day
 Over the pond and far away
 Mother Duck said - 
 Quack! Quack! Quack! Quack!
 But only two little ducks came back!
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 Two little ducks went swimming one day
 Over the pond and far away
 Mother Duck said - 
 Quack! Quack! Quack! Quack!
 But only one little duck came back!

 One little duck went swimming one day
 Over the pond and far away
 Mother Duck said -  
 Quack! Quack! Quack! Quack!
 And all her five little ducks came back!

Final song: repeat ‘If you’re happy and you know it’

Follow-up ideas 
• Discussion: can the children describe a journey which is familiar to them such as their journey 

home, to the park or the shops?
• Invite the children to draw or paint a route map showing some of the main features they en-

counter on their way home.
• Road safety. Think about Mira going to the park in the story and discuss finding safe places to 

cross the road: zebra crossings, pelican crossings, lollipop man / lady. Think about ‘The Green 
Cross Code’

• Arrange a visit from the lollipop man / lady, local community police

Rhymes to consolidate road safety: ‘Twinkle, twinkle traffic lights’

 Twinkle, twinkle traffic Lights
 On the corner shining bright
 Red means STOP!
 And green means GO!
 Orange means get yourself ready to go
 Twinkle, twinkle, traffic lights
 On the corner shining bright

More follow-up ideas
• Make finger puppet ducks using paper to retell the rhyme and for counting activities
• Let the children retell the rhyme just using pictures to show the sequence of events
• Encourage the children to use mime to act out the rhyme
• Small world play: road mat, cars, traffic signs, create a park landscape, with small rocks, peb-

bles and a selection of play people to help retell the story
• Provide pictures of the story sequence for children to order, they could be pegged on to a ‘story 

string’ in the order they appear in the story

Extension 
• Supports Letters and Sounds Phase 1. Voice sounds - Animal sounds - encourage the children 

to retell the story and use their voices to add sound effects such as the ducks quacking.
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Related picture books
Spot Goes to the Park by Eric Hill (Warne)
Shark in the Park by Nick Sharratt (Corgi Children’s)
Percy the Park Keeper by Nick Butterworth (Harper Collins Children’s Books)
Off to the Park! By Stephen Cheetham (Child’s Play)
A Walk in the Park by Anthony Browne (Walker Books)
Ice-Cream Bear by Jez Alborough (Walker Books)
Alphabet Ice Cream: An a-z of alphabet fun by Sue Heap and Nick Sharratt (Puffin)
Rosie’s Walk by Pat Hutchins (Picture Puffin)

8. Pretty parrots and mischievous meerkats

Introduction
• Key vocabulary: Zoo, monkeys, camels, wolves, snakes, meerkats, parrots, kangaroos
• Listen all around: Cat invites the listeners to guess the sounds and the location
• Individual sounds: monkeys chattering, camel braying, wolves howling, snakes hissing, parrots 

cawing

Song: ‘I went to visit the zoo today’

 I went to visit the zoo today
 I met a parrot upon the way
 And what do you think I heard him say?
 CAW! CAW! CAW!

• With the repeat, Cat invites the children to open and close their hands like the parrot’s beak

 I went to visit the zoo today
 I met a meerkat upon the way
 And what do you think I heard her say?
 PEEP! PEEP! PEEP!

• With the repeat, Cat invites the children to sit up straight like a meerkat with hands (‘paws’) 
together, looking all around

 
 I went to visit the zoo today
 I met a snake upon the way
 And what do you think I heard him say?
 HISS! HISS! HISS!

• Cat invites the children to their hands and arms to curl and twist as they hiss

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p03nx1j9
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 I went to visit the zoo today
 I met a monkey upon the way
 What do you think I heard her say?
 CHATTER! CHATTER! CHATTER!

• Cat invites the children to stretch their arms above their head and swing like a monkey
• Cat encourages the children to make up more verses to the song and to think of some animals 

they might see and the sounds they make
• Cat introduces the story about Kai and Lindsey who are visiting a zoo with their mum

Story time 
Once upon a Wildlife time
If possible provide a selection of resources to help engage the children and focus attention: a map, 
tickets, monkey, parrots, kangaroo, snake, fish, meerkat. Children can use these items to se-
quence the story on subsequent retelling.

Final song - repeat ‘I went to visit the zoo one day’ 

Follow-up ideas
• Small group discussion: Have you been to the zoo or wildlife park? What did you see / hear?
• Encourage the children’s word play and invent new verses for ‘I went to visit the zoo one day’ - 

eg ‘hilarious hyenas - Ha,ha,ha’
 
The Kangaroo

 Jump, jump, jump
 Goes the big kangaroo
 I thought there was one
 But I see there are two.
 The mother takes her young one
 Along in a pouch
 Where it can nap like a child
 On a couch.
 Jump, jump, jump, jump. 

Other related rhymes and songs
• Daddy’s taking me to the zoo tomorrow
• We’re going to the zoo
• We went to the animal fair

More follow-up ideas
• Explore collective nouns:
• a ‘mob’ of meerkats
• a ‘barrel’ of monkeys
• a ‘pandemonium’ of parrots
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• a ‘chatter’ of budgerigars
• a ‘flutter’ of butterflies
• a ‘caravan’ of camels
• a ‘quiver’ of cobras
• a ‘rhumba’ of rattlesnakes
• a ‘tower’ of giraffes
• a ‘horde’ of hamsters
• a ‘cackle’ of hyenas
• a ‘pack’ of wolves

• Play animal ‘word tag’
• The monkeys are...cheeky, chattering, cheerful
• The Meerkats are...nosey, noisy, nice, nimble, etc
• Possibly encouraging alliteration linked to Aspect 5 Phase 1 phonics to support Letters and 

sounds

• Matching / naming game
• Kangaroos / joeys
• Parrots / chicks
• Meerkats / pups
• Fish / fry

• Make a wildlife / zoo role play
• Create a small world scene to help retell the story
• Provide a selection of information books about wild animals
• Make some animal masks to help retell or act out the story and rhymes
• Provide pictures of the story sequence for children to order, they could be pegged on to a   

story string’ in the order they appear in the story.

Small group discussion 
• What was the girl in the story called? (Lindsey)
• What was the boy in the story called? (Kai)
• Where did they go?
• What animals did they see?
• What was your favourite part of the story? Why?
• Introduce simple ideas about conservation and animal welfare
• Looking after animals, what are their needs? (Food, water, bed, exercise, care)
• Why do we need to take care of our animals / planet?
• Ask open questions to encourage the children to give more information: what? why? where? 

who?

Related picture books
Dear Zoo by Rod Campbell (Macmillan Children’s Books)
Daisy and the Trouble with Zoos by Kes Gray and Garry Parsons (Red Fox)
Zoo by Bruno Munari (Chronicle Books)
Zoo Boy by Sophie Thompson (Faber and Faber)
If I Ran the Zoo by Dr Seuss (Harper Collins) 


